DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
PROGRAMME OUTCOME
Programme-Philosophy (Hons)
Philosophy means love for wisdom. The aim & objective of philosophy are to
develop the spiritual ideas & to know the values of souls. A student of philosophy
(Hons) gets enriching outcome that shapes his life style in the best possible way.
Philosophy believes in Karmas is based on spiritualism. It develops the
philosophical ideas & enriches the values of action. Philosophy helps the students
in various ways. It is based on idealism, naturalism, pragmatism, realism,
spiritualism. Philosophy develops the thoughts & ideas of the existence of God. It
gives importance of Niskamakarma in the Bhagvat Gita.
SUBJEC-PHILOSOPHY (HONS)
Course-Outcome
The students of Philosophy (Hons) have a prescribed syllabus containing 14 papers
in all in six semesters. The aims & objectives of individual paper are stats as
follows.
Paper-1
Indian philosophy believes in Karma & is based on spiritualism. Indian
philosophical schools as--Heterodox schools of charvaka, the Buddhism, the
Jainism, the orthodox schools of the PROGRAMME Vaishasika, the Nyaya, the
Samkhya, the Yoga, the Vedanta, schools of Sankara & Ramanuja. This paper
analyses the valid knowledge and importance of souls.
Paper-2
Logic is to determine the validity of arguments. It develops vocabulary knowledge,
& sharpens the Brain.
Paper-3
Thales, the founder & father of Greek philosophy, Socrates, the real founder of
Greek philosophy. A student of philosophy is to know the importance of

knowledge in Greek philosophy. Greece is the country, the store house of
philosophical knowledge. Greek philosophy is of three perrods. First Presophist
period, second-sophists to Aristotle, Third period of post Aristotalian philosophy.
Paper-4
Ethics, the moral philosophy, deals with goodness & righteousness in actions.
Morality is the base of human life.
Paper-5
Western philosophy, the main philosophy of the world. It starts from philosophical
ideas of Francis Bacon & ends in E. Kant’s Philosophical ideas. A student of
philosophy is to know the ideas & thoughts of western philosophers easily and
develops his/her thoughts.
Paper-6
This paper covers social and political ideas & thoughts of Indian & western
philosophers.
Paper-7
Applied ethics deals with environmental ethics, professional ethics and medical
ethics. A student of philosophy Honours is to know how ethics is used in several
ways in life.
Paper-8
This paper covers the philosophical thoughts & ideals of great philosophers like
Satre, Thomas Nagel, Richard Rorty, Heidegger.
Paper-9
Symbolic logic uses symbols in order to determine the validity of arguments. A
student of philosophy (Hons) is to know the importance of symbolic logic in the
society.
Paper-10

This paper analyses the values and thoughts & ideas of philosophical thinking. It is
very beneficial to the students.
Paper-11
The aim & objective of Text & Indian Philosophy are to discuss the importance of
valid knowledge of Buddhist philosophy.

Paper-12
This paper contains the values of thoughts & ideas of philosophers in continental
philosophy. It develops the thought of the students.
Paper-13
The aim & objective of this paper are to determine the importance of religion
regarding the existence of God. There are two philosophical schools regarding
religion-Theists & Atheists.
Paper-14
This paper is to discuss about philosophical knowledge and to analyze the
importance of language. It helps the students a lot.

